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by Jennifer Rosner

About the Book

From Jennifer Rosner, National Jewish Book Award finalist and author of THE YELLOW BIRD SINGS, comes 

a novel based on the true stories of children stolen in the wake of World War II.

When your past is stolen, where do you belong?

Ana will never forget her mother?s face when she and her baby brother, Oskar, were sent out of their Polish ghetto and 

into the arms of a Christian friend. For Oskar, though, their new family is the only one he remembers. When a woman 

from a Jewish reclamation organization seizes them, believing she has their best interest at heart, Ana sees an 

opportunity to reconnect with her roots, while Oskar sees only the loss of the home he loves.

Roger grows up in a monastery in France, inventing stories and trading riddles with his best friend in a life of quiet 

concealment. When a relative seeks to retrieve him, the Church steals him across the Pyrenees before relinquishing him 

to family in Jerusalem.

Renata, a post-graduate student in archaeology, has spent her life unearthing secrets from the past --- except for her own. 

After her mother?s death, Renata?s grief is entwined with all the questions her mother left unanswered, including why 

they fled Germany so quickly when Renata was a little girl.

Two decades later, they are each building lives for themselves, trying to move on from the trauma and loss that haunts 

them. But as their stories converge in Israel, in unexpected ways, they must each ask where and to whom they truly 

belong.

Beautifully evocative and tender, filled with both luminosity and anguish, ONCE WE WERE HOME reveals a little-

known history. Based on the true stories of children stolen during wartime, this heart-wrenching novel raises questions 

of complicity and responsibility, belonging and identity, good intentions and unforeseen consequences, as it confronts 
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what it really means to find home.

Discussion Guide

1. Discuss the title. What does the phrase ?once we were home? mean to you? How does the idea of home shape the four 

central characters?

2. With each new chapter, we alternate between the perspectives of Roger, Ana, Oskar and Renata. How are their 

worldviews similar and different? Why do you think the author made this narrative choice, and how did it affect your 

reading experience?

3. Did you have a favorite main character? If so, why did you connect to them more powerfully?

4. How is Israel portrayed in the novel? Did anything about its characterization surprise you? What does Israel represent 

for each of the main characters?

5. How did you interpret the short, italicized sections of the novel told from the perspective of the nesting doll? Were 

you surprised by what they revealed? Although these sections specifically tell Renata?s backstory, did you find 

resonances with the experiences of the other main characters? Why do you think the author decided to include these 

sections?

6. Discuss the very different ways in which Ana and Oskar react to being taken away from the D?browskis. How does 

that experience shape their relationship in the decades that follow? Why do they struggle to connect with each other, and 

what ultimately brings them together?

7. How do you understand Eva?s work? What motivates her? Do you sympathize with her actions, especially in the case 

of Oskar and Ana?

8. Beginning in boyhood, Roger is drawn to riddles, and he goes on to become a philosophy professor. Why do you think 

he spends his life asking these big questions about identity and belonging? Were you especially drawn to any of his 

inquiries in particular?

9. Ana is knocked off course by the revelation that she was adopted and may not even be Jewish. As she reflects on the 

four women who took on motherly roles in her life --- El?bieta, Chana, Agata and Eva --- she reflects: ?No one ever kept 

hold of me.? Why does the news have such a strong effect on her? How does it change the way she thinks of her own 

role as a mother? What gets her back on course?

10. Shmuel, the owner of the shop where Oskar works, tells him: ?What is a mother if not a nesting box?? What do you 

think he means? How do you understand Oskar?s preoccupation with carving nesting boxes? How is his relationship to 

his mother figures similar and different to Ana?s?



11. While we meet Roger, Ana and Oskar early in their lives, when they are young children, Renata?s storyline begins 

decades later, when she?s in her 20s. Why do you think the author made this structural choice? Did it have an impact on 

your understanding of Renata?s character?

12. Why does Roger have such a hard time grappling with Renata?s apparent German heritage? Do you sympathize with 

his initial decision to break things off with her? What ultimately draws them together again?

13. Do you think Renata will ever find out the truth about her childhood and her birth parents, in the way that Ana did? 

How might that information change Renata?s life? Do you think it?s important to have that kind of knowledge about 

yourself? Why or why not?

14. Were you aware of the historical events that inspired this novel, namely the post-war efforts to reclaim Jewish 

children for Israel; the Church?s efforts to keep hold of the Jewish children it harbored; and the kidnapping of non-

Jewish, Aryan-looking children to be given to Nazi families during World War II?

15. Discuss the ways in which Oskar and Ana?s experiences reveal the complexities of the Jewish child reclamation 

effort, and how it could both help and harm children. Do you see these issues as black and white, or would you argue 

there are moral shades of gray?

16. For pious Christians, keeping Roger in the Church would mean his salvation. Can you understand the viewpoint that 

would lead papal authorities to hide Roger from his relatives?

17. What do each of the characters wish for at the end of the novel, in front of the Western Wall? What do you think the 

future holds for them?

Author Bio

Jennifer Rosner is the author of the novels ONCE WE WERE HOME and THE YELLOW BIRD SINGS, a finalist for 

the National Jewish Book Award; the memoir IF A TREE FALLS: A Family's Quest to Hear and Be Heard, about 

raising her deaf daughters in a hearing, speaking world; and a children's book, THE MITTEN STRING, which is a 

Sydney Taylor Book Award Notable. Jennifer's writing has appeared in the New York Times, The Massachusetts Review, 

The Forward, Good Housekeeping and elsewhere. She lives in western Massachusetts with her family.
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